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Shine a Light

Thousands of young people moved by train from 
Chicago to Los Angeles to find a job

Joe Henry and Billy Bragg recorded this song on a train 
from Chicago to Los Angeles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-DG4wRpemEM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-DG4wRpemEM
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History of mobility

* We feel = world never as mobile as today
* We are moving faster 

- than in ancient times and in the  
- Middle Ages

* But society was also mobile in the past
* Middle Ages: kings, merchants, beggars and crooks,

the soldiers, students, professors were mobile
Many years of wandering before they settled
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History of mobility

Ancient Times:
* Aristoteles

- born in Chalcidice , north of present-day Greece. 
- For career prospects moved to Athens
- Life ended on the island Euboea 
- Hundreds of kilometers
= lower speed, than today
= distances not less, than today

* Aischylos
- several periods / several times in Sicily
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History of mobility

Today:

* Growing prosperity
* open borders in Europe
* „Freedom“ = new symbol

* Push and Pull Effect
- from poor countries to riche
- social system of riche countries
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History of mobility

Today:
* Economy = labor-intensive

= needs more mobility
* Mobility of 

- information
- goods
- products
- managers and workers

* increasingly liberalized markets
= world market = "global village"
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Cesare Marchetti

* Changes happen cyclically
* Formula how to calculate these cycles
* Long-term cycles & medium-term periods
* In economy ups and downs are common
* Stagnation & depression followed by upward trend
* Old technologies are replaced by new ones
* Research on counting fishes in the Adriatic Sea

- Many predators = reduced bait fishes
- Bait fishes multiply = cycle starts again
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Cesare Marchetti

Formula = 

"S-curve"
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Cesare Marchetti

The cycle includes the following steps:

• Genesis / Origination (= low spread, low growth)
• Growth (= high growth, fast distribution)
• Saturation
• Replacement
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Cesare Marchetti

Calculation of size of cities

= dependent on the factor time

* People want to reach their destination within one hour
* Middle Ages (walking) = 3 kilometers
* Today (car, subway etc) = 80 km = cities growing
* Future = cities reach limit of horizontal expansion

= vertical expansion (high-rise buildings)
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Residence

* “Residence”, “Home” = new dimension
* Increasing mobility = new definition of "home"
* Reference to place of birth = decreasing
* Place of birth and place of dying = different
* Art of life is changing

* As an example the co writer of this paper:
Peter Kotauczek:
- 4 residences
- min 5 identities

entrepreneur, artist, researcher, husband, overaged child
changing and overlapping in space and time
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Residence

2 Trends:
• Migration
• Social changes:

- more single households
- less children
- older people
- larger living areas
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Singles

* Families are smaller today
* Single households have doubled

Single households in Austria
1986 780,000
2016 1.430.000

- 40 % single households
- = increase of households from 2.8 to 3.9 million
- household = average 2.22 people

1. "under 25-year-old“
2. "over 65-year-old“
3. „45 to 54-year-olds“
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Migration

* Worldwide migration
* People leave homeland to settle in a new country
* 1800 – 1914: 50 million left Europe to America
* 20th century: North America & Europe to South America
* 1984: USA ½ million immigrants

- Cities like New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco 
= 25% foreigners.
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Migration in Europe

* France = 3 million "black people“
* Austria: after political change in Eastern Europe: + 1 million

* Wars trigger migrations:
- 2000 = 21 million 
- 7.5 million due to war in Yugoslavia
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Migration in Europe
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Migration

2015: nearly 250 million migrants

USA 47 million
Germany 12 million
Russia 12 million

Source: United Nations
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Migration
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Migration

All public figures and statistics do not include

- Short Term Migrants

- Split Migrants

- Occasional Migrants

Maybe this figure would higher than all the existing statistics
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Reasons of Migration

Push: war situation in home country

Pull: social situation in target country
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Reasons of Migration

Poor and rich people migrate

Rich once call this not migration !

They are 
- managers
- Tourists
- globetrotter
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Real & Virtual Migration

Virtual migrants are created on virtual internet sites

* "BEKO Island"  in Second Life
- ONLY migrants
- ideal multicultural island

* “Liberstad” = a project in Norway
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Worknomades
Follow their jobs

Commute per cent
Not 8
In the same city 30
In an other city 32
In an other regions 25
In an other country 5

Austria by 2016
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Immobility

* Traffic in 21st Century = "immobility“
* An Austrian motorists stays 78 minutes in a traffic jam

= "Floating Parking“
= individuality of driving got lost

* Average speed in the western cities is 16 to 24 km/h
- Cologne/Germany = 20 km/h
- other cities = 10 km/h
- speed like bicycle or pedestrian
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„Headrests View Generation“

= first generation of drivers who grew up 
"with the view of the headrest“

= children were strapped in a car seat while driving
= could see only the back of the front seat
= different approach to driving

Their target: just transport from A to B
Young people = local mobility is stagnating

= no own car
1997 to 2007 use of a car decreased
Vienna (20 to 29 years old) = drove 10 km/day less by car

= more public transportion
= Generation is MULTIMODAL

- cheapest possibility
- change between public private transport
- increasing sharing systems
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Individual Mobility

“Individual mobility" = future
Society = fewer pedestrians
A new way of "walking" = „Electrical Walking“

= supported walking
Electric toothbrush = more quality
Electronic pedestrian = new way of transportation
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Networked Mobility

* Each transport system has advantages & disadvantages
* Networked Mobility allows all forms of transportation

- bicycles
- taxi 
- aircraft
- etc

* A network must coordinate different forms of transportation
* Flexibility could give back individuality.
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Lacunarity

* Every complex traffic system has gaps
* Trip = the person must go from A to B
* At each change of system –

transfer must be done: 
- from the taxi to the train or 
- the train in an aircraft

* Transfer is for own body and luggage
* This phenomenon of gaps is called “Lacunarity” 
* Lacunarity = mixed traffic system
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Lacunarity

* Most popular case: 
- the own parked car right outside the door -

The  car can be parked everywhere
work, shopping, entertainment

* This ideal gets more an more problems
* Complex networked traffic systems generating
inevitably lacunarities
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Lacunarity

* Legislative Lacunarity
and

* Executive Lacunarity

Many „roads“ are used against the law

Citizens are more and more doing unlegal things
f.e. double citizenship – which is not allowed
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Electrical Walking

Cars decreasing in cities – by politics
- Paid parking
- Reduction of parking spaces
- Low transport speed

People have always been mobile and will remain so
- Need of new alternatives
- Name "Automobile“ will not exist any more

It is not "auto“
It is not automatic
“Mobile" = reduced
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Electrical Walking

A new type of vehicle will come
= neither a bicycle nor an automobile

Today: 1,2 passengers in 1 car

Capacity of new vehicle = 1 or 2 persons
Transition to new generation = 30 years

Today = pioneers
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Electrical Walking

There are gaps between public transport systems

HB = transport operator
HB = small freight carrier
HB = transport vehicle of his/her own
HB must bring own infrastructure

Like his/her smartphone
"Bring your own device“
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Electrical Walking

* This “device" could be an electrically operated device

* A small electric vehicle

* Easily transportable

* Like an umbrella to take away

* To be used more quickly

* Being a “Rolling Shopping Bag”

Electrical walking - in case of need


